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finite nvunbers of degrees of freedom where quantum supersymrnct-

ry algebra Q = Q ^yQ^Qj^ ~ f/ cannot be preoerved on

the classical level, ore construeted
0
 Resolving the ordering

ambiguities in different ways leads either to a modified algeb-
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supersymmetry.
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Anomalies of different kind, i.e. impossibility to preser-

ve a classical lagrangian symmetry on the quantum level is now-

adays one of the central subjects of theorists activity (see,

e.g., the review and references therein). Howsver, all the

known examples of anomalies have been found in the field-theory

systems involving infinite number of degrees of freedom. In

this paper we construct a number of finite degrees of freedom

models displaying anomaly property. Specifically, we consider

SQM systems where where SUSY algebra ie necessarily modified

when transferring from quantum problem to corresponding classi-

cal problem and vice versa.

Let us describe the simplest model involving such a situ-

ation. It is well known that the simplest one-dimensional SQM

Witten's model can be easily generalized to higher dimensions.

Consider tie two-dimensional generalization of this model*

In this case quantum supercharges and hamiltonian acquire the

following form

\fc), f•&(&-:A)
 C1)

(2)

where «A,/8 - 1,2, /li*-«JL , ̂ U * V ^ < k end J+t la

the gradient of a scalar function irf+
m
0+U/ • She theory

has the boaon sector with P»0 or P»2 and the fermion sector

with F»t • She requirement х/т^ з ^ Ц/ is necessary for the

supercharges (1) to aatiafy the standard SUSY algebra



Really, if Jt>* d+W ( i .e. ^л dujk^ О ) then
<** i v л

 л
 г ~ г

^ г: Т" ̂  ^ « «Ял ̂  С/ . It is possible, however, to

weaken this requirement defining new supercharges Q and Q which

represent linear combinations of S and S projected on states

with a definite value of the fermionic charge Г — Я?и V"*L •

In the operator language new supercharges can de defined as

follows

^ (4)

Action of the operators Q and Q is shown symbolically in

the figure. It can be readily seen that Q "*• Q ~ 0

irrespectively of that whether w\^k is representable as

а^\А/ от not. The anttcommutator«»(Q\Qf+ defines the

quantum hamiltonian which coincides with eq.(2) in the case

. then 5 * (7 and

the hamiltonian acquires the terms describing transitions

between the sectors F=»2 and Р*О. The supercharges Q and Q can

be expressed via canonically conjugated variables

Q = i % ̂  * <•

This form of Q and Q is suitable for transition to the

classical limit. To this end, one should replace the quantum



supercharges (5) by the corresponding classical functions ^

and Q c( depending on the phase space variables (V, p ' \J/ {£, \

This transition is ambiguous, however: the supercharges Q

and Q involve nonlinear structures /ч
**/^^ЬУ/9 where the

creation and annihilation operators are ordered in a definite

way. When transferring from quantum supercharge to classical

one an ambiguity arises: Ц^Ц^ЦА —** <
4+Ч'АЧ'А "*" *• Ц^

with an arbitrary к (strictly speaking, there is also another

/ambiguity p
u
 ->> $ "(x)f

u
 $M , i.e.

which we do not consider here for simplicity. Its account does

not change the results). Thus, we can write generally

(6)

Bow we pose a question: what is the algebra of the classi-

cal supercharges (6)? In the classical problem we have a

Poisson bracket instead of (anti)commutetors. In the case

where odd dynamical variables are present, the Poisson bracket

of two functions on the phase space of the system

and fi(>O,/ltJ fK^Vu /
 ls

 defined as follows

^ UA



Calculating the Poisson brackets ^Q

we are convincing ourselves first of all that under any choice

of Clf£fC/t4 a non-aero result is obtained, i.e. the algebra

(3) of the quantum problem cannot be reproduced in the classi-

cal case. Under arbitrary choice of the coefficients the al-

gebra cannot be closed and the supersymmetry of the quantum

problem is totally destroyed. The closed algebra can be obtained

in the two following cases:

1°. When Q.* - « , C « - ^ In that case, however,

Q — -Q , so only one real supercharge K~<Q is pre-

sent and the algebra reduces to "{ £ A?/^ ̂  — П .

2°. When <ls* = C = Сщ"ФО .In that case the classical

algebra acquires the form

with

, ft* j>.
e
. - У Ясе

)
 £ Л л в

АЛ

A particular choice 6L = iffy corresponds to the Weyl order-
4.-6

ing prescription ^ , i.e.

is the Weyl symbol of the quantum operator (5). The Weyl presc

ription is in a sense marked out of all other ways; in many

савез the classical symmetry may be preserved In the quantum

problem only using this prescription ^ . However, in the case
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considered the algebra (8) is the best to be achieved.

Our argumentation may be inverted. Let us take the classi-

cal supercharge Cfc£ given by eq.(10) and the complex-conjuga-

ted one Q t / • Т-hey satisfy the algebra (8). We may pose a

question: whether it is possible to order the operators in a

way for О and (D to satisfy the same algebra (8). The

answer is no and the best to be achieved is the modified (frcn!

viewpoint of eq.(8) algebra (3).

The phenomenon at hand differs from the known examples in

field theories in two points. First of all, the supersymmetry

algebra has the standard form in quantum problem rather than

the classical one, so one should speak of the classical anciis-

ly rathen than quantum though needless to say it is a matter

of habit and convention*

Second, it is not a "real" anomaly in a sense that the

Poisson brackets \QjMjpf± a n d l 9 ; ^ A £ а г е е
Ф*а1 *° zero,

i.e. Ц/ffand Qc£ are the generators of true symmetry of the

classical lagrangian which holds also on the quantum level.

Only the composition law of two supertransformations is modifi-

ed. Thus, this is a commutator anomaly which is not reduced to

anomalies in "divergences11 Q and Q .In other words, the

anomaly considered is a modification of symmetry due to quan-

tum effects rather than its breaking.

The absence of"true" symmetry breaking may be related to

the fact that the Witten'a index of the quantum problem (5)

can be calculated via the classical hamiltonian using the

Cecotti-Girardello technique in a regular way. The direct

calculation gives



®f~ о

(11)

where N is the index of the mapping

We have discussed the simplest example involving the

anomaly. A number of other, more complicated, examples where

the aupersymmetry algebra is modified when going from the quan-

tum problem to the corresponding classical one can be built.

Thus, the model (5) can be generalized defining the superchar-

ges as

12)

A^Y
we have (Q )

 =
 О as before and hence the algebra (3) is ful-

filled. In the classical problem the algebra is necessarily

modified, the minimal modification being given by eq.(8).

At increasing the number of dynamic variables, the variety of

similar models grows rapidly.

As was stated above repeatedly, in the examples in view

the quantum algebra is the standard algebra of the N«1 super-

symmetric quantum mechanics. The interesting question is: are

there opposite examples where the classical algebra is stan-

dard and the quantum one is modified. Presently, examples of

this kind (involving a finite number of degrees of freedom)

are unknown. It was suggested in ref. ' that in the cases

where quantum supercharges satisfying the standard SUSY algeb-

ra can be built, they are connected with classical superchar-

ges by the Weyl ordering prescription. Searching for the proof
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of this fact we found a counterexample which we are going to

describe here briefly* Let

Then \ Q
<
t
)
 Q^t%

k
 = О and

 )

defines the classical hamiltonian* It turns out that the

standard SUSY algebra can be preserved on the quantum level

if quantum supercharge is defined in the following way

The supercharge (14) is nilpotent and differs from

obtained from eq.(13) using the Weyl ordering prescription by

the last term. Note that I Qu/J л. l/J, / A ^ki Ui ̂  О and

the Weyl ordered supercharge does not satisfy the SUSY algebra.

This counterexample does not discredit the observations

of ref. ' , however. The matter is in the case of N=1 SQL! the

requirement to preserve supersymmetry after quantization does

not fix a theory rigidly: for any nilpotent operator Gf the

operator у (XJ Q J4XJ is also nilpotent» The main
7

observation of ref. was that in the N=2 SQM case and hence

in all K=«1 four-dimensional field theories quantum superchar-

ges are unambiguously determined by requirement of supersym-

metry preservation and can be obtained by the Weyl ordering

procedure in all the studied nontrivial examples.

I am indebted to A.Gorsky, A.Rosly and S.Shatashvili for

valuable discussions.
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